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The Taiwan Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, comprising 80-plus members, at its home concert hall in Taipei. Photo: SCMP Pictures

Taiwanese ensemble makes HK debut
After nearly 30 years, island’s flagship orchestra offers a refined sound
................................................
Oliver Chou
oliver.chou@scmp.com
Taiwan’s flagship orchestra is
summoning decades of self-confidence to deliver an eclectic programme tomorrow for its debut
concert in Hong Kong after a
nine-year delay, its maestro said.
The 80-plus member Taiwan
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, formed in 1986 and considered the island’s top classical
ensemble, was primed to showcase its refined sound and homegrown talent for local music fans.

Music director Lu Shao-chia,
at the helm since 2010, said the
orchestra’s first performance in
the city in its nearly 30-year history was of “great importance”.
He said the orchestra had
planned to open the Taiwan Culture Festival – Hong Kong’s largest annual cultural festival celebrating the island’s heritage –
when it started in 2006, but those
plans fell through. Its debut concert in the city was set for tomorrow at the Cultural Centre.
Lu, a Taiwan-born, Viennatrained conductor, said he was
mindful of presenting a perfor-

mance that built on the orchestra’s many years of striving for the
highest standard.
“In many parts of the world, a
city’s cultural standard is often
measured by its symphony orchestra, and that’s exactly what
we want to present,” he said.
Lu conceded that the orchestra might lack “the same monetary attraction as, say, the Hong
Kong Philharmonic to get overseas players”. But he took pride in
the “sense of belonging” he said
his players felt, which enabled
them to forge strong chemistry
for “a great performance”.

Taiwanese artists were ready
to seize the spotlight at the concert, featuring composer Yen
Ming-hsiu’s Flying Towards the
Horizon, a work from 2012 about
the sound of birds, and pianist
Yen Chun-chieh in Piano Concerto No 1 by Mendelssohn.
“Both Yens are around 30
years of age and young professors
in their own right,” said Lu.
In the second half of the programme, featuring Brahms’ Second Symphony, the maestro
planned to offer a nod to his time
in Germany, where his career
took off in the 1990s. For the
sprawling work, Lu said the orchestra would render the masterpiece “with a Taiwanese accent”.

Sunday, Ming Pao Daily

Tuesday, Apple Daily

Academics find fault with
supplementary exam books
Scholars questioned the
supplementary exercise books
available for pupils taking
Territory-wide System
Assessment (TSA) exams, which
many parents want to see
scrapped but the Education
Bureau says are vital for keeping
track of pupils’ progress.
Reporters picked at least five
recommended TSA books for
each subject and showed them
to academics. Tse Shek-kam, of
the Centre for Advancement of
Chinese Language Education at
the University of Hong Kong,
said the Chinese articles were
too lengthy to read. Chan Waihong, of the department of
mathematics and information
technology at the Hong Kong
Institute of Education, said the
maths questions looked too
complicated.

Jilted Wan Chai mall drops
controversial ‘I love you’ name
The controversial Chinese name
of a shopping mall
redevelopment in Wan Chai –
due to open next year – has been
dropped, reportedly after the
developers failed to find enough
tenants selling wedding
products in the three-storey
complex. The project was
originally named “Hei Foon Nei“
– a pun on the phrase “I love
you”, which drew widespread
criticism, however. The latest
name – “Lee Tung Kai” – was the
name of the street there before
buildings in the area were
demolished for the project. It
was originally known as
Wedding Card Street by locals.

Monday, Oriental Daily
Mother blames school for not
calling ambulance for injured boy
The mother of a Primary Six
pupil has complained to the
Education Bureau and is
considering legal action against
the boy’s school for not calling
an ambulance after he suffered a
serious eye injury on campus in
July. She said an emergency call
was not made until she reached
the school and made the request
herself. The mother accused the
school of irresponsibility for
claiming at the time that the boy
had stopped bleeding and was
conscious. The school in
question is the Hong Kong
Chinese Women’s Club Hioe Tjo
Yoeng Primary School in Sai
Wan Ho.

Wednesday , Ming Pao Daily
Prices of Lunar New Year stalls
far outstrip inflation
Prices for stalls at Lunar New
Year fairs next year, which will be
put up for auction next month
by the Food and Environmental
Hygiene Department, have risen
by between 4.2 per cent and 6

per cent, even though the
inflation rate in September was
only 2 per cent. The floor prices
for all the stalls in Victoria Park
have increased by about 6 per
cent. Those for fast food stalls
located in prime areas near the
entrances to the park in
Causeway Bay and Tin Hau, for
example, have risen to
HK$350,000 each.

Thursday, Sing Tao Daily
First empty shop in 12 years on
luxury shopping avenue
For the first time in 12 years, a
store has been vacated on
Canton Road in Tsim Sha Tsui,
the famous avenue that was
popular for luxury goods shops
until the steady fall of mainland
travellers in recent months.
Located at the ground floor of
VIP Commercial Building, the
space has drawn no tenants
even though the rent has been
cut to HK$1.5 million a month
from HK$1.8 million. The former
tenant, an upmarket spectacles
shop, moved out this week after
the lease expired.

Friday, Apple Daily

Prices have risen for stalls at
Victoria Park. Photo: Felix Wong

Almost one-third of young want
to quit their jobs and travel
Some 28 per cent of
Hongkongers aged 20 to 30
polled in August and September
by online travel company
Expedia said they had thought of
quitting their jobs in order to
travel. The marketing manager
of the Hong Kong branch of the
portal said the finding suggested
that people now led increasingly
stressful lives and that younger
people in particular had become
more self-centred.
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